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Preface
We are born. We get sick. Then we die. Sometimes we are even born sick.
The list is long: Cystic Fibrosis, Alzheimer’s, ALS, Muscular Dystrophy, obesity,
Down Syndrome, Huntington’s Disease, Sickle Cell Anemia, Color Blindness and
Alcoholism, or many forms of Heart Disease. And of course cancer, always cancer.
Breast, prostrate, liver, lung, colon. And Leukemia, and many more.
But why do we get sick? Much has to do with the instruction sets for our bodies,
contained in our genome. The genome is the collection of over three billion
nucleotides that determine how our bodies develop. Nucleotides, or base pairs, are
expressed in letters - ACGT.
Sometimes there are errors in them. Errors are rare, but even just one in a billion
can have a big impact. Every so often letters are switched, or one is missing, or there
are too many. Sometimes there are little errors, sometimes big ones. Either one can
cause genetic diseases; and there are thousands of them.
Scientists usually organize them into four different groups:
• Single-gene, or monogenetic. These are caused by a variation in a single gene.
Sickle Cell Anemia and Cystic Fibrosis are examples.
• Multi-factorial, or polygenic. Several genes have abnormalities and, often
combined with environmental factors, cause genetic diseases like Alzheimer’s,
rheumatoid arthritis, and many types of cancer.
• Chromosomal. Usually during cell division, problems with the number or
structure of chromosomes can occur, potentially leading to Down Syndrome,
Turner Syndrome, or others.
• Mitochondrial. Mutations in the DNA outside a cell nucleus, the mitochondria,
can lead to asthma, or types of epilepsy or dementia, or others.
Healid itself will not eradicate these diseases. But it will be a major step in getting
there. Without a solution like ours it is next to impossible to win. It provides the
potential to accelerate identification and complex linkage of causality, development
of transformative therapies and potential cures for a broad range of diseases.
Our venture is about providing a key tool to tackle all these diseases on an
unprecedented scale: Combining recent advances in several emerging technologies
to add one of the most powerful weapons yet to humanity’s arsenal in fighting
genetic disorders. We are about to build a massive and diverse database of genomes
to enable scientists to identify and focus on exactly those elements of the genome
that affect genetic diseases. Then they can use gene-editing tools to – heal. But first,
this requires data and a platform like ours.
And then all of us to work together, to Heal One Another.
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Executive Summary

H

ealid is a decentralized crypto-technology platform that uses a biometric ID (the Heal-ID) to
anonymously store genome data on a massive scale. It provides easy and affordable access to
this data and to computing power required for the development of gene-based treatments and
cures for thousands of genetically-linked diseases.
This leverages new advances in biotech, crypto-tech, and artificial intelligence. Healid aims to
expedite gene sequencing for all of humanity, store the results anonymized in a decentralized
database using distributed ledger technology (DLT), and incentivize artificial intelligence (AI) based
analyses – while benefiting each person. This enables the finding of genetic patterns causing
diseases, and scalable and easily accessible computing support during the delivery of personalized
treatments and cures.
Economically powered by the HealCoin crypto-currency, it is a bottom-up, inherently democratic
and global open-source solution that leaves the individual in charge of their own data, while making
it more easily and affordably accessible for large-scale medical research.
Nothing is more personal than health. It affects each human being, without exception, all 8 billions
of us. Likewise, the trigger for developing Healid is deeply personal. Very specifically, it was
inspired by an American student seeing a Peruvian child suffering from a horrible, hereditary
disease that was about to affect her little brother also. What are the chances of finding a cure, and it
being available to a poor family in the Andes Mountains?
More generally, this is the story of all of us, of anyone who has experienced loved ones affected by
cancer or other diseases, seeing them slowly wasting away and eventually succumbing to the
illness. We have experienced desperation, anger, helplessness.
Recent advances in biotechnology and computing promise a pathway to eradicate many if not all
these diseases. Gene sequencing can reveal the genetic code. Gene editing can create cures. And
artificial intelligence enables their development: By running “deep learning” algorithms over large
datasets, AI can identify patterns and guide the way to treatments and cures that are not obvious to
individual observations made by humans. The larger and more diverse the dataset, the better.
So far, the genetic code of many thousands (possibly a few millions) of people has been partially or
wholly sequenced, for highly specific and proprietary use. We want to do this for BILLIONS,
providing access to this data and most scalable computing power to deliver treatments and cures.
Our main differentiator is to genuinely approach this bottom-up. We focus on three aspects: (1)
Community, (2) Solution, and (3) Governance. When advancing these, the rest will come. Our
deliberate strategy is to not first go after an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) that stuffs our coffers with
money we then can use to execute. Rather we focus on first building the most powerful arsenal of
all: A Distributed Autonomous Foundation (DAF) governed by a Community, to progress an open
source Proof of Concept through a Prototype and a Pilot, to a viable solution for everybody.
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1. Introduction

“Human genetics is not about prediction, it’s about
developing a knowledge-base for therapy and prevention.”
(Mark Daly, PhD and Associate Professor of Medicine at the
Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School)

1.1 Background

A

ccording to Harvard University biologist Daisy Robinson there are roughly 6,000 diseases
caused by genetic mutation. In her book “A Crack in Creation,” Berkeley professor and CRISPR
discoverer Jennifer Doudna mentions the number 7,000. Today already, we have the technical
capability to – in principle – tackle and possibly even defeat these diseases in living humans
through so-called “somatic” gene editing. This is opposed to “germline” gene editing which is about
making heritable genetic modifications and therefore changing the genes of future generations.
We do not just have the technical capabilities. At the latest since CRISPR/Cas9 we also have
affordable, easy-to-use and ever more reliable tools to fight genetic diseases. They enable us to
make specific changes to the genetic code, with increasingly high precision and reliability. If one
then knows exactly what portions of the genome to change and not just how, the existence of such a
tool already greatly increases the chances and probabilities of defeating genetic diseases. Then the
delivery of treatments becomes the next challenge, requiring among others, the fine-tuning of
genetic ‘fixes’ for each person and their specific environmental context.
We are dealing with billions of pieces of data for each one of billions of humans, and billions of cells
in each human body. This translates into a need for massive data storage and computations.
In the first step, we need data and knowledge about causal relationships between specific genes and
diseases, and access to flexible computation capabilities for sequencing genes. One comes before
the other: knowledge is driven by data, and data requires computations. We need enough genomes
sequenced to be able to find genetic differences, to identify statistically relevant correlations to
diseases, and to validate the correctness of likely treatments and cures.
We then need to be able to get this information to those people that either have genetic risk factors
or are already suffering from these diseases. And then we need access to additional data and
computing to fine-tune and personalize the delivery of the treatment.
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It becomes a matter of scale, both for data and computations. There are over 3 billion “letters” (base
pairs, nucleotides) in each genome. Diseases are caused by tiny variations of individual letters in
this genome, or by a combination of multiple such variants.
In 1999, the first human genome was entirely sequenced. This cost over two billion dollars. In 2006,
costs had dropped to somewhere in the dimension of $20 million. By 2015 this number had fallen
to below $2000. As of 2017, new machines target full gene sequencing for just about $100 per
genome. And this is before using envisioned technologies like the “smartphone microscope.” At
such a rate, we are approaching costs of below $10 or even less for meaningful samples, within a
matter of a few years.
Likewise, the number of people whose genes have been sequenced is increasing, although still very
slowly.
In 2012, the National Human Genome Research Institute conducted the “1000 Genomes Project” to
identify and analyze the genetic differences between about 2500 people. Such differences help
improve the understanding of diseases and health and lay the foundation for improved treatments
and cures. On November 1, 2012, interim findings of the first 1092 people whose genome had been
sequenced were published in the journal ”Nature.” There were 40 million genetic variants among
those about 1000 people.
According to Gilean McVean, Professor of Statistical Genetics at the University of Oxford, in the
genome of the average person, there are about:
“4 million sites that differ from the human reference genome, 12,000 changes to proteins,
100 changes that knock out gene function, 5 rare variants that are known to cause disease.”
To find these five tiny but malevolent variants, it comes down to collecting genetic data, and storing
it in a matter that is universally accessible and provides a way of finding statistical and logical
correlations between the genome and diseases. This is ideally achieved in a manner that protects
the privacy of each person. Individual genomes should not be publicly owned. They are inherently
personal and therefore private.
However, the pure existence of a massive genetic dataset and the ability to access and analyze it
even anonymously can already be extremely revealing and helpful. If there would then be a way of
patients communicating with researchers, or researchers communicating with people that have
relevant genetic anomalies, this would be the case even more so. People could be helping
themselves by helping others, even if they just were part of a control group.
This is how correlations between genomic variants and diseases can be identified, and cures
discovered. Many people may also volunteer additional “metadata” information in a pseudoanonymous fashion. Such information about phenotypes can dramatically accelerate the fighting
and defeating of diseases. Even better would be if there then were an additional way for people
finding out about treatments and cures. And then a way to flexibly leverage large-scale computing
facilities to perform more detailed sequencing tasks focused on the individual person.
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It would bring us so much closer to the ultimate goal of defeating all 6,000 or 7,000 genetic
diseases. Not just in principle, but it would also bring personalized delivery of treatments within
striking distance.
This is exactly what we are trying to enable and ultimately achieve with Healid. It introduces the
technical solution for anonymously sequencing humanity’s genes, storing the data, analyzing it, and
providing communication channels between researchers, doctors, and each and every human. It
does so in a flexible and decentralized way that provides easy access to previously unmatched
amounts of relevant genome data – diverse data at that – and computing capabilities. This is not just
for big money, but in principle for any researchers and health care professionals, globally.
We achieve this through a crypto-token platform and economic model that incentivizes people to
contribute their genomic and phenotype data and get rewarded as they work for this common goal.

1.2 Main Challenges

D

espite the obvious benefits derived from a universal gene database, several challenges have
held back its implementation. These are specifically in eight areas that are all necessary for a
workable solution:
1. Cost.
Even if each sequencing effort would only cost a greatly reduced $100, the total cost of the
data collection portion of the project would be in the hundreds of billions of US dollars
(USD). A few years ago, the respective cost would even have been in the trillions of USD.
2. Data Volume.
Traditionally, genome information is stored in files of around 200 GB. For the entirety of
humanity, or a large majority of it, this would result in an overall data volume of around 1
billion Terabytes (TB), or about one Zettabyte (ZB). Just years ago, this would have been
equivalent to the total data volume stored on planet Earth.
3. Anonymity.
Since the genome contains intrinsically personal information, big privacy concerns are
associated with storing a person’s genomic information in a way that is out of their control.
4. Falsifiability and Immutability.
Any data stored on a centralized system contains the risk of being falsified. Data hacking
could cause additional problems, and through the “garbage in – garbage out” logic, data
integrity issues could challenge the overall ability to find cures.
5. Data Analysis Capabilities.
Even assuming the data of all humans would already have been stored, the sheer volume of
data would have completely drowned the ability of humans to detect patterns and
correlations at an in any way tolerable pace.
6. Practical availability.
For the overwhelming majority of the human population, access to gene sequencing tools
remained totally out of reach. Until a couple of years ago, only relatively few labs had the
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ability to even do such a highly specialized and costly task. One additional challenge was
that until 1999 there was no full genome data available. As of mid-2017 the total volume of
relevant full genome samples is still measured only in the thousands.
7. Gene Editing Capabilities.
Even if all the above challenges would have been resolved, until a couple of years ago
humanity did not have the ability to correct genetic issues at a reasonable cost and with
high accuracy. This changed with TALEN and was completely revolutionized with new
discoveries that led to the development of the CRISPR/Cas9 toolset.
8. Computing Capabilities.
Sequencing a human genome typically takes hours, most of which is spent computing. This
increases proportionally when sequencing billions of genomes, and also when performing
more specific sequencing calculations as required for general research and for the
personalized delivery of treatments.

1.3 Opportunity Through Technology

H

ealid has been made possible not just through the below listed technological advances, but
more specifically through the confluence of three key factors:

1. Massive Available Computing Power.
The world’s most powerful ‘supercomputer’, arguably the largest by a factor of 1000 or so,
is currently used to waste Gigawatts of electricity with the search for seemingly random
strings of alphanumeric characters. This computing power, or a similar one, could also be
doing something really meaningful, instead of just finding the hash for a new Bitcoin block.
2. Emergence of the Distributed Internet.
A new Internet infrastructure is being developed that includes distributed databases with
massive storage volumes and the ability to perform artificial intelligence analyses across
such distributed data in an anonymized fashion. This is also called Web 3.0.
3. Crypto-currencies as New Economic Models.
Crypto-tokens enable new economic models that let everybody benefit from sharing
valuable assets. Examples of such assets are the data of genetic code, the calculations
involved in finishing the sequencing of this code, and its storing in a secure, distributed and
accessible database. Cryptographic tokens, or “coins” can be incentives and means to pay for
data storage, access to the data stored, and to the use of computing power. Your data should
not be free, and tokens ensure that it is not.
While we rely on advances in gene technology, it is the above that makes our solution possible.

1.4 Recent Advances

A

s outlined above, significant if not dramatic advances have been reached in most of the
challenging areas. In line with most technologists and futurists we expect this to continue.
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1. Cost.
Over the past couple of decades costs have fallen from a dimension of about $1 billion to
around $100, a factor of 10 million! Continuing at a roughly similar pace, costs of below $10
can be reached within the next two to three years, and below $1 within the next five to six
years. While this still would amount to a significant amount of money, it would turn into a
manageable amount. And note: Us introducing a new dimension of scale can be expected to
contribute to the continuing decline of costs.
2. Data Volume.
Storing a complete set of genome data requires about 700 MB. To account for potential
quality issues of the gene sequencer, typically up to 30 reads are performed and related
metadata is stored, inflating the file size to somewhere around 200 GB. Improved
algorithms should enable us to significantly reduce this data volume. Since only about 0.1%
of the genome is different among individuals, we should be able to reduce the overall file
size of a finished sequence to somewhere closer to 100 MB, and in the dimension of a GB for
a raw sequence.
3. Anonymity.
New methods of encryption, pseudo-anonymity and anonymity enable people to decouple
data and individuals, and give them control and access to their data. One example is the use
of public key/private key combinations with crypto-currency wallets. The wallet’s public
key can be known and useful without revealing in itself a direct link to a specific person.
New capabilities of biometric identification enable individual people to be associated with
their data and thus extend ownership and control over such data, even independent of any
device.
4. Falsifiability and Immutability.
Blockchain and other trustless systems provide new solutions that can operate at scale and
still are able to ensure the correctness of data, and to prevent that data from being changed
without knowledge. By design and at least in principle, the Blockchain never forgets.
5. Data Analysis Capabilities.
The advent of deep learning and artificial intelligence profoundly changed the ability for
pattern recognition in massive datasets. No longer is it necessary for humans trying to find
data inconsistencies, correlations, and causations.
6. Practical Availability.
Gene sequencing tools get ever smaller and are nowadays available as handheld devices.
They also get more automated and processes are ready for scale. The success of 23andMe is
just one example of reaching scalability, although in that case for a narrower use case. At the
same time, ever more people have access to the Internet, often through smartphones, all
over the world. This puts the sequencing of all humans’ genes and also the communication
of results between researchers, doctors, and affected humans into the realm of reality.
7. Gene Editing Capabilities.
At the latest, the discovery of CRISPR/Cas9 gave for all practical matters the ability to
correct issues of the genome, at a very affordable cost. Theoretically there are no real limits
to what can be achieved: individual letters of the genome can be altered with great accuracy
and reliability.
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8. Computing Capabilities.
Not only do computer processors continue to increase in power, but a number of new
advances in computing put much of that at the fingertips of everybody. An important step in
this direction was cloud computing, bringing access to data storage and computing to
everybody with money, and that at scale. Distributed computing and concepts like fog
computing improve on that by a dimension.

1.5 Healid Solution Principles

H

ealid’s ultimate goal is being an enabler to heal people and to defeat genetically driven
diseases. We tackle this bottom-up, in a democratized manner, by reaching out to all people
while leaving them the ownership of their genome data.
We load the data in encrypted form into an easily accessible distributed database, and provide the
infrastructure to run deep learning pattern-recognition algorithms over it. In principle, we provide
the infrastructure to store raw gene sequences or finished sequences, and provide access to
computing power to complete such calculations and to perform subsequent ad-hoc sequencing
calculations, as necessary. In reality, at a minimum, we enable the storage of the most massively
scaled and diverse genomics data on the planet, in a form that empowers genomics research to a
previously unheard-of degree.
Platform Characteristics
This requires the establishment of an autonomous and self-sustaining platform in an inclusive and
equitable way:
•

•

•

•

Autonomous
Autonomous means that no central authority will control the creation or allocation of new
coins, specific storage decisions, or the market for computation or analysis. These activities
will run following the logic that is programmatically defined.
Self-Sustaining
Self-sustaining means that Healid’s codified rules reward activities that support Healid’s
mission. Those include the provision of data (genome, health related metadata), the
provision and maintenance of the technical infrastructure (data storage, computation,
communication), and the technical ability to perform a high volume of quality medical
research using the supplied data set.
Inclusive
Inclusive means that we seek the involvement of all humans, therefore maximizing diversity
without any restrictions. Only this can enable Healid to reach its full potential and value.
Diversity in genome data sets is particularly critical for pattern recognition.
Equitable
Equitable means that costs and benefits should apply to everybody and that the benefits for
the overall Healid community should be maximized. Individual genetic characteristics gain
real value in the context of a much larger data set. They should not be reduced to the benefit
of an individual organization or company. Therefore, ownership of HealCoin should be as
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widespread as possible and at least in principle, everybody should have access to all data
and to research results. Everybody shares in the benefits of treatments.
Approach
Our approach is open, bottom-up and self-organizing:
• Open
Openness means to us that every human should have the ability to upload their genome
data, that this data is openly but anonymously shared with everybody else according to
general principles that each person explicitly agreed to, that the rules for coin distribution
and price finding mechanisms are openly accessible to the public, and that our code will be
open source. This also means that anybody can build add-ons or improve on any solution
component of the Healid platform (e.g. through alternative gene sequencing devices, or AI
analyses).
• Bottom-up
A bottom-up approach is necessary to maximize inclusiveness and equitability. This reflects
decentralization and should succeed in getting the buy-in of many more people than a topdown approach could achieve. People familiar with their local settings know best how to
reach out, overcome cultural or institutional obstacles, and maximize participation.
• Self-organizing
We establish the technology infrastructure and programmatically lay the ground rules, but
apart from general guidance, communication, and the initial drive, we leave it up to the
stakeholders to find the best way to execute the vision. Self-organization is a key
characteristic of complex systems, and the healing of genetic diseases is complex. An
additional benefit is higher speed and flexibility, in line with typical Peer-2-Peer (P2P)
fashion. It is our main argument for how a “Billion Genome Project” can be achieved in 1000
days.
We do not prescribe how to do research, not even how to specifically gather genomes or related
metadata. We leverage the most scalable technical infrastructure possible, a distributed Web-based
network of available data storage and computation capabilities. By having these activities be
controlled programmatically and through mathematical principles, we do not store individual files,
nor do we associate specific users with their data. Similarly, we do not set specific prices.
A Foundation can and will coordinate and facilitate Healid activities, although not formally “manage
them.” Such a foundation should have the representation of all main stakeholders.
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2. Functionality: Using Healid
2.1 Key Users

H

ealid works through a mechanism that facilitates and supports five key functions of the process
leading to treatments and cures. The following terms correspond to functions, not professions,
and there can be significant overlap between them and the people performing them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Individuals contribute their genome data and health metadata.
Miners process and store the uploaded data.
Researchers access and analyze the data generically.
Scientists apply the scientific method and edit the genome while validating studies.
Doctors deliver modified genomes to individuals in a personalized manner.

Figure 1. The Healid Healing Mechanism

These functions center on the DNA provided by humans, advancing it to a point where the “end
product” - corrected DNA - can be delivered to the individual person in a way that health is
improved. It is a process that centers around, and focuses on the individual human, working with
the DNA that this person provides, and millions or billions of others also.
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Individual humans provide their DNA and related metadata. The role of the individuals who
contribute their genome and data does not end with them having been uploaded. During that
process, or later, they may also add, amend, or edit metadata, re-load genome sequence data, or
access Healid to find out about personal risk factors, potential issues, and findings that can help
them to stay or become healthy. Metadata helps determine phenotypes, which is a combination of
the genotype (simplistically expressed the genetic code), environmental factors, and the interaction
between the two.
Miners process this data and make it accessible for further research, to a degree that, just through
the large amount of data itself, has previously been impossible. They use their computers to process
Heal-IDs and corresponding genome data and metadata, formatting and storing it in a way that it is
accessible and usable for advanced analyses by researchers. The contribution of miners is
important to maintain a scalable technical platform.
Researcher is the term we use for those that access the data stored via Healid and run big data,
deep learning, and statistical AI algorithms over it, trying to find useful correlations and causations
for diseases. ”Researchers” refers to labs, businesses, or individuals who access the Healid data to
perform bioinformatics: finding patterns and causal relationships between genomes or nucleotides
and diseases.
Scientists use the results from that bioinformatics research and take it further. They apply the
scientific method to perform targeted and replicable studies that may involve specific patients.
Scientists’ efforts will eventually include the testing of specific treatments through edited DNA and
the use of statistical control groups.
Doctors take treatments and apply them to the specific context of individual patients. They have to
consider these individuals’ specific environmental context. Many people may have multiple
genetically driven issues or new or not perfectly aligned phenotypes. Doctors will analyze a specific
person’s genome and metadata, running an analytical check on risk factors and validated or nonvalidated treatment options, and guide them through the process of ‘fixing’ their genome.

2.2 Basic Process Flow

E

nabling the above-described virtuous cycle, we identify four basic use cases for Healid. They are
almost completely self-contained sub-processes with clearly defined start and finish points.

Figure 2. The Four Basic Use Cases for Healid
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A. Setup and Initial Data Load
First is the registration of an Individual, the collection of biometric information to establish
the Heal-ID as a universal identifier, the collection of genome and other data, and the
processing and loading of all that data into a distributed database.
B. AI-Based Analyses
Second is accessing the uploaded data for research purposes, to perform a variety of
artificial intelligence-based analyses using big data, deep learning, or statistical analyses, in
order to identify correlations, risk factors, and causal connections between genes or specific
nucleotides, and diseases.
C. Disease-Specific Analyses
Third is taking research findings and perform more specific and detailed analyses and
studies to find and validate the generic gene corrections necessary to address specific
diseases.
D. Individual Treatments
Fourth is using generic and disease-specific findings to treat a specific human’s conditions
in their specific environmental and personal context.
The use cases are all connected. Their centerpiece is the data, which contains the keys to all
attainable answers. The process starts and ends with the individual person, whose biological
composition is the starting point and whose improvement in health is the goal. The process can
even be seen as iterative, with the health of an individual gradually improving through genetic
manipulation, as more data and more analyses and findings add knowledge.

Figure 3. The Use Cases in the Context of the Overall Process Flow
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The system then works similar to a funnel: During the setup process Individuals give data that
Miners then process. Researchers access this data and come up with findings of various kinds.
Scientists take this more narrowed-down data, work on specific aspects of it to generically develop
treatments for diseases and scientifically validate them in the field. Doctors then combine all
findings that specifically relate to the conditions of one specific person and apply relevant
treatments. The corrected genome can then be added back to the Healid data pool.

2.3 Detailed Process Steps

I

n more detail, the process can be laid out in 26 key steps. Each one of these steps is addressed by
a technical component of the Healid Technology Stack, as described in the next chapter. The
following image depicts a slightly simplified process flow.

Figure 4. Detailed Healid Process Flow and Process Steps
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Notes:
•
•
•
•

Payment processes when selecting records and data are likely to start at the beginning of the
respective transactions
Individuals could pull, view and even update records themselves, similar to Doctors.
Selections and Analytics could be done in the same app (e.g. one integrated into Healid), or be
separate.
Miners process not just the initial data load but also subsequent transactions, which are mostly
interactions with the database. This is difficult to graphically display in the above figure and
therefore omitted.

The above figure shows a large overlap between different users and the core four sub-processes
and use cases:
• Sub-Process A is mainly done by Individuals and Miners.
• Sub-Process B is mainly done by Researchers.
• Sub-Process C is mainly done by Scientists.
• Sub-Process D is mainly done by Doctors.
Although the overlap is not total, this still enabled us to combine the users and the key use cases on
one axis, and add the main technology components on the other.
Here is a list of all 26 steps:

A. Setup and Initial Load
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Create Healid ID (Biometrics)
Enter Meta-Data
Collect and Sequence Gene Sample
Process Data
Store Genome Data
Store Meta-Data
Store Transaction Record (& Payment)

B. AI-Driven Analyses
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Select Genome Data Records & Meta-Data
Pull Genome Data Records
Pull Meta-Data
Analyze Data (AI, Deep Learning, Big Data)
Store Findings
Store Transaction Record (& Payment)

C. Disease-Specific Analyses
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Select Findings and Data Records
Pull Findings
Pull Genome Data Records
Pull Meta-Data
Validate Findings
Store Validated Findings (Treatments)
Store Transaction Record (& Payment)

D. Individual Treatment
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Select Findings and Data Records
Pull Findings
Update Meta-Data
Store Updated Meta-Data
Store Transaction Record (& Payment)
Update Individual Genome Record
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3. The Economic Model
3.1 The Concept

W

e propose a model that grants HealCoin tokens to each individual person that establishes a
biometric identity in form of a biometric hash (Heal-ID) and shares their genome data. It
awards tokens in exchange for using computing power to process a person’s genetic code (by
people or organizations called Miners), and for storing it in a way that is efficiently accessible to
artificial intelligence algorithms.
The use of HealCoin tokens is required for parties to pay for access to genome data. The demand for
tokens and their value are expected to rise in line with increasing volumes of such data. Typically,
these parties will perform the following functions, whether as individuals, labs, or businesses:
•
•
•
•

Researchers running artificial intelligence algorithms over all or parts of the data as they
perform analyses,
Scientists performing more detailed and formal, scientifically replicable studies on how
gene editing can battle certain diseases,
Doctors that work with individual patients while treating them, and
Each Individual trying to find out about personal risk factors and treatment options.

Again, we use the terms Researchers, Scientists and Doctors to describe functions they perform, not
professions. In reality, the jobs of people and organizations often overlap and may touch on several of
these.
One special aspect of our approach is that Miners do something useful instead of merely solving
computationally difficult mathematical riddles (as with Bitcoin). They process the genome data, put
it in a format that is suitable and ideally even optimized for use by artificial intelligence (“AI”)
algorithms, and encrypt it to be accessible to the data owners and to authorized AI agents only.
Researchers and Scientists can perform analyses, or run AI agents over the most massive, diverse,
and real-life dataset possible. This lays the foundation for better cures, and enables them to focus
their investments and efforts. If data revealed 80 million people having one (possible or actual)
particular disease, it may be more profitable for some businesses to invest in tackling that case
versus the one shared by just thousands. The value for society overall is maximized.
On the other hand, like with the Internet, this still leaves the door open for “long-tail” business and
“healing” models that may focus on rare diseases in a creative manner by specialized smaller
scientific entities, or even individuals. Either way: Healid is to create a virtuous cycle.
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Figure 5. Creating a Virtuous Cycle of Value

Healid leverages network effects and is self-reinforcing. The more people participate, by
contributing data or calculating or storing the code, the more valuable Healid becomes. The more
research is performed and insights and discoveries made, the more valuable the HealCoin token
becomes. Assuming that the majority of diseases could eventually be addressed through a geneedited solution, however delivered, Healid’s value would only cease to exist if every human would
live free of these diseases, forever.

3.2 The HealCoin

T

he HealCoin establishes the underlying economic mechanism for our project. It is designed with
the goal in mind of demand exceeding supply so that the value of the HealCoin is likely to
increase.

Figure 6. HealCoin goal: Demand exceeding Supply over Time (rough schematic)
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At its very heart, HealCoin is technically a crypto-token. We plan to create the HealCoin on the
Ethereum Blockchain, leveraging new high-performance algorithms that can effectively handle the
billions of transactions that we will eventually need to process. While we are building the largest
and most diverse genome database, new HealCoin will continuously be created (“mined”) for each
person alive. This, plus a Genesis Block that will eventually look tiny compared to the ultimate
number of the mined coins, determines the supply of HealCoin.
The uploaded data will be accessible and usable for widespread research through advanced
computing and deep learning artificial intelligence agents. This determines the demand for
HealCoin. The HealCoin brings together supply and demand for the data and its use for medical
research, analysis and validation.
The rise of HealCoin value is the way of internalizing the value generated by organizations and
individuals outside our platform, but using access to Healid data to perform medical research and
eventually develop treatments and cures. For example, such treatments and cures have already
today shown to generate billions of dollars of valuations for businesses. This generates demand for
access to Healid data. More demand means higher prices for HealCoin, which effectively moves
value (and valuations) of medical advances from the organizations researching and developing it to
those people enabling this in the first place: every human being contributing their genome.
Previously unfeasible levels of medical research can thus be performed.

3.3 Coin Supply: “Proof of Life”

A

s a crypto-token, or crypto-coin, a mathematically limited number of HealCoin will be issued.
This establishes scarcity. Each coin’s value is bound to increase. This is an important
characteristic of the Healid economic model. It motivates ownership and thus arguably results in a
wider distribution of HealCoin. It also provides more value to the individual contributors of genome
and metadata.

Figure 7. The Supply of HealCoin is almost totally based on 'Proof-of-Life' Mining
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The limit will not be strictly absolute, but will be in relation to the total number of people
participating and contributing their genome data. New HealCoin will continuously be created, for
each person contributing genome data validated through their Heal-ID. We call this the “Proof of
Life” (PoL) principle since it is directly linked to each human life. The total number of coins in
circulation will therefore be closely linked, although not totally identical, to the number of people
who have contributed genome data. For example, if we assume a total human population of 7.5
billion, then the maximum number of coins will be approximately x times 7.5 billion. As the
population increases to 8 billion, this maximum number of coins will be x times 8 billion.
Such continuous “earning” of coins is not really inflationary since it is directly linked to an increase
in the number of beneficiaries – which are all humans.

3.4 Coin Demand

H

ealCoin will generate demand because it is required to buy access to the cryptographically
secured data on the Healid Platform. This means researchers, scientists, doctors, and
individuals need to pay a small amount of HealCoin to access data, regardless of whether it is a
genome record, metadata related to a genome record, reference structures, or stored findings and
results of studies.
Large data sets increase the probability that statistical correlations are correct and causal
relationships do exist between certain genes or individual nucleotides on one side, and diseases on
the other.

Figure 8. The Demand of HealCoin is based on the value inherent in the data stored

Through the large volume of Healid data, and through its diversity, it will be ever more attractive to
anybody performing genomic research and studies. Even more so, the more data gets added, the
more value is created.
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At the same time, it pays for individuals to participate since they, or their doctors, can also query
the data and find out about risk factors, potential issues, possible treatments, and findings that can
increase their health. With eventually hundreds of millions or billions of people each year searching
for such information, these tiny HealCoin payments will add up.
Demand for the scarce token of the HealCoin will increase. And because payments are denominated
in HealCoin, rising prices will transfer value from outside the Healid network (expressed in fiat
currency) into valuation of the Healid network and its owners – which is everyone.
HealCoin has more intrinsic value than the pure mathematical scarcity of a coin like Bitcoin. The
database whose creation it facilitates becomes its own product: massive amounts of health-related
data that can and will be used to find genetic patterns indicating risk factors and potential or likely
causal relationships for diseases that cost humanity trillions of dollars per year.
Those patterns lead to the identification and development of treatments or even cures using geneediting techniques, which then can be brought to ever more people. People can also benefit outside
the Healid network but most easily while at least partly leveraging it. This would be for payment,
which means that tangible value in terms of revenues and profits will be created out of the work of
researchers. It is reasonable to assume that such value, on a global base, will on average, be in the
dimension of billions of dollars per disease, overall adding up to trillions of dollars.
Accessing and using such a valuable database needs to be paid for. The means for payment is
HealCoin since this is the token used to compensate for storage and computation services. To
access the Healid genome data, Researchers will therefore need to buy HealCoin. They can do so on
(crypto-)currency markets, using fiat currencies like Dollars, Euros, or Yen, or using Bitcoin or
Ethers or other crypto-currencies.
While data access has to be paid for in any way, the calculations for data analysis and sequencing
can in theory be performed either on the Healid platform itself, or off it. Therefore, we need to
consider two kinds of payment: for data access and for calculations. In either one of these cases, the
Healid network offers a level of scalability that is so far unsurpassed.
A typical process would be as follows: A researcher accesses the Healid database defining a specific
subset of data she is interested in.
Example:
“250,000 random records with a stratification of 20% Caucasian, 40% Asian, 30%
African, and 10% Others, 80% female, and all in the age group between 15 and 35.”
The data set could be further limited by specifying areas of the genome to be analyzed. Multiple
runs are likely necessary, resulting in narrowing down based on new data characteristics.
There also may be additional validation runs, for example against control groups that may include
just a subset of the original records, or that may require access to new records. This process
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continues until direct patient-related interaction is required at some advanced stage in the research
or treatment process.
Instead of introducing complex market mechanisms, we intend to use only a few key parameters to
simplify the model. Fair payment should be based on an algorithm that considers the size of the
dataset to be analyzed in relation to the absolute size available, and links it to an equivalent share of
HealCoin.
Example:
Continuing with the above example a researcher may access a dataset of 250,000
genomes of an assumed overall 2.5 billion genome records in our database, meaning
1/10,000th of the total available. If at that point in time there would have been
issued an assumed total of 5.25 billion HealCoin the cost would be 525,000 HealCoin
times a price factor. With a price factor of 1% the base cost for the researcher would
be 5,250 HealCoin. This could be further discounted by a time factor. We now can
consider volume discounts, splitting of research costs and benefits (e.g. through
shared ownership of patents), and adjustments for HealCoin price increases.
The formula would be:
P = ((g / G) * H * f * t) + c
with:
P
g
G
H
f

=
=
=
=
=

t
c

=
=

overall Price to be paid (in HealCoin)
number of genome records accessed
overall number of Genome records in the Healid database
overall number of HealCoin issued
price factor (e.g. 1%, determined as a factor of storage price in
conjunction with the below time factor)
Time (e.g. three-month increments)
(optional) external cost for file storage and access

The market mechanism itself would be in the determination of the external cost (e.g. in fiat money
or Bitcoin) to acquire the necessary amount of HealCoin. It would shift to the exchanges trading
HealCoin. HealCoin itself becomes the effective means to clear the market.
The price factor will need to be calibrated during the finalization of the Healid platform. The main
receivers of payments for data access are supposed to be the miners. They get their rewards for
processing data out of these payments, thus being incentivized to support the technical platform
and potentially enabling free-of-charge storage, data access (to ones own records), and data
processing for other individuals.
While this is not its main driver, calibrating the price factor properly could potentially even lead to
(partial or full) payment of additional gene sequencing and analysis tasks when treating an
individual. It could mean the ultimate payback to the individuals that contributed their genome in
the first place. Other than this, the main compensation for contributing genome data would be the
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increase of value of the HealCoin mined through the Proof-of-Life process. While this is the main
benefit that the economic model ensures, additional compensation in kind (as per cost-free storage,
access and follow-up sequencing) will be considered.
Another alternative for compensating Heal-ID owners would be to collect payments for data access
in a pool that will distribute it periodically to all Heal-IDs. The challenge with this is that it may pull
liquidity from the system, if previously liquid funds would be sitting in a pool, potentially for
months, or if these liquid funds would be distributed to Heal-ID owners who do not actively
participate in HealCoin markets.
The above formula also needs to properly consider the platform cost for storage. We intend to do so
mainly by linking price factor f and time t to the corresponding file storage costs, which can be
using specialized decentralized and distributed file storage solutions offered by Storj, Filecoin, SIA,
or an internally developed IPFS-based storage solution (IPFS – Interplanetary File System, by
Protocol Labs).
An important consideration in this context is the need to pay for storage during the initial stage of
the Healid project. The HealCoin price will enable that although proof of demand for Healid data
becomes much more important during the ramp-up period. In other words, we need to prevent that
storage providers do not accept HealCoin in case its value plummets when suddenly in a matter of
months hundreds of millions of new genome sequences were added.
Beyond providing access to a massive store of relevant genome data, the second benefit of the
Healid network can be accessing its overall capability to perform computational calculations. Those
will be equivalent to using an extremely powerful supercomputer. This is an optional capability that
we are considering to add, but is not necessary for Healid to be successful.
Such computing capabilities can be invaluable to researchers that require continuous gene
sequencing, and also for pattern recognition when running a deep learning AI program over the
dataset they selected. It enables the setting up of virtual research labs, in which most data analysis
and validation of Genome research can be done on the Healid platform. We are exploring advanced
algorithms and crypto-technologies like Truebit that promise to address the efficiencies, consensus
and performance requirements necessary for genuine distributed computing on the Ethereum
platform.

3.5 Excluded Revenue Potential

M

ost of the value indirectly generated by Healid is in the form of treatments and cures
developed, marketed, and then applied to patients around the world. Per the above-described
logic, the price and profit of such activities is factored in the price paid for data and computing
access in the first place. If such treatments are successful, every human benefits anyway.
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Our explicit goal is to enable such capabilities by offering access to a unique data volume, data
characteristics, and to a uniquely capable computation platform. We do not intend to directly
benefit from these activities. We do not try to directly capture and link lowered healthcare costs or
new healthcare revenues or profits to the price paid for accessing the Healid database.
Theoretically, models for such activities could be developed and fed back through the Healid
platform to the Healid Community and equitably distributed across all Healid owners, like
dividends.
This is an area where third parties can offer creative funding and revenue or profit sharing
solutions. Such solutions could use concepts like allowing a “sole ownership” (or “corporate”) vs.
“shared equity” (or “personal”) dual-track approach. In the second case the cost of research could
be funded externally. It then is just a variation of classical funding of research and development
efforts.

3.6 Healid’s Value

T

he more people participate in Healid, the larger the data set gets, and the greater the value
created by the database.

On a macro-level, and as a tangible long-term effect in society, this value is based on more people
being treated for genetically triggered or influenced diseases. Healid’s large volume and diversity of
data enables more and higher quality research. Solutions in the form of cures or at least treatments
with a high probability of success can then be found more easily. When fewer individuals get sick,
not only are they better off but society is also. Value is created, in overall amounts that easily can
reach trillions of dollars for humanity.
On a micro-level, through prevention, treatment, or cures, individual people will experience less
pain, take fewer days off, waste less time at the doctor, spend less money on medication or hospital
beds, and have a more comfortable and longer life.
Since CRISPR/Cas9 we have the means to make changes to the genome in relatively simple and
affordable ways, and with high accuracy on a cellular level. With Healid we open the door to finding
new causes for about 7,000 diseases. We can more precisely and comprehensively find correlations
between such diseases and specific genome base pairs. Then we can develop treatments and cures
for them, with a high probability of success. Previously incurable diseases can be healed, or at least
treated. This improves the overall health of humanity. And - it can be achieved with significantly
lower overall costs.
It sounds simple, and in many ways it is: We provide lots of data, analyze it using artificial
intelligence algorithms, and conquer all genome-driven diseases. The reality is of course more
complex. What we will have achieved is enabling focus for researchers and doctors, identifying
specific target areas, and pointing them at such patterns that most likely are the main triggers for
diseases.
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Health professionals then still need to effectively deliver modified genes that address these triggers,
whether cutting them out or replacing them. To achieve this, the great ease and increasing accuracy
of CRISPR/Cas9 is necessary, although not totally sufficient. Now the focus shifts to how to target
those cells, and only those, but also all of them, that cause a specific disease in a specific human
body. This has to be done in a way so that other influencing factors do not prohibit the effectiveness
of the edited genes. Just for example, nutrition and lifestyle will still impact susceptibility to disease,
and can counter advances generated by gene treatments.
The dramatic contribution of Healid is that it reduces the complexity to that point instead of letting
health professionals guess and largely work in the dark. In other words, AI based analyses on the
Healid platform can establish a quantum leap even though science and healthcare do not end there.
And then Healid provides access to computing resources to help during the follow-up tasks of
actually delivering personalized treatments.

3.7 HealCoin Long Term Value Proposition

I

n the long term, there are other possible benefits of the HealCoin. Although they are of a
secondary nature, they have the potential to be very substantial. By virtue of the HealCoin and a
Heal-ID being related to each person, each person having uploaded key medical data and
established a biometric link to data distributed on Web 3.0, a potentially powerful instrument and
platform is created.
In principle, now everybody who wants to upload any kind of data can do so with HealCoin. The
unique position of HealCoin, however, is not that it can store and retrieve data, not even that it can
do so anonymously. It is unique in that it associates this data clearly with a unique biometric ID –
the “Heal-ID” – and that it does so for the majority of humans.
In this context, then, the equitability, spread, and special use case of the Heal-ID could turn out to be
one of HealCoin’s major appeals. It can therefore facilitate a powerful way of storing and interacting
with medical and health related data, removed from centralized control.
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4. Pillar One: The Solution – Technology
4.1 The Healid Technology Stack: Overview

T

he Healid Platform can be broken down into six Technical Components. The following figure
depicts these components and how they logically interact with each other. Core Healid Platform
components are shaded grey.

Figure 9. Technical Components of the Healid Platform

The Technical Solution Components can be further broken down into 18 Functional Components.
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These go one level deeper and address different functions. These also interact with several outside
platform components1.

Figure 10. Healid Solution Components Overview

4.2 The Healid Platform: Technical Components
1. Biometric Identifier: Mobile and Web Client (The “Heal-ID App”).
This is the iOS, Android, and Web application that creates the Heal-ID and its ability to link
the individual person to her data, giving her ownership over it. It encrypts the Heal-ID,
associates it with the genome data as it is uploaded, and enables the interaction of the
individuals with their data, including metadata information.
The Heal-ID App is the main tool that Individuals will use to interact with their data. This
app will be built as an iOS, Android, and Web client, making it thus universally accessible on
all major technology platforms.
1

e.g. data analysis tools, physical data storage
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(a) A user interface delivers and encodes the biometric identifiers of an individual person,
collects and links the genetic and metadata in an anonymized fashion, identified only
through a hash of the biometric identifiers (“Heal-ID”). The individual person is to be
biometrically identified via a device, but without need for a specific one. A combination
of biometric data components (facial, voice, fingerprint, retina) will be uniquely linked
to this person. Even though each individual biometric identifier will have a relatively
weak accuracy, which is needed to ensure consistent creation of a hash, it is the
combination of these factors that is to provide extremely strong uniqueness and
reliability.
This application needs then to be connected to the gene sequencer or at a minimum the
storage location of its raw or processed data, and link the genome data to the individual
person. It also needs to contain one or several forms to load metadata (relevant for
phenotype definition), and to enable permissions by the data owner (e.g., share metadata, open to participate in clinical studies, inform about findings related to health).
The Heal-ID is the key element of our bottom-up, de-centralized, and democratic
approach that puts the individual human person in the center. Each person owns her
data, not a lab, research institute, hospital, government, search engine, social media site,
other institution or business, or the public.
Likewise, each person’s identity is what provides the link to this data, not a specific
device (e.g. a smartphone), not a private key (e.g. a specific wallet) or password.
Biometric identification through facial recognition, voice, retina scan, and fingerprint
provides this unique ability to associate genetic code and metadata with individuals,
independent of any specific device.
(b) The Heal-ID App contains a way to enter and upload metadata. Metadata consists mostly
of phenotype characteristics containing contextual and environmentally related
information about a person that can help in the analysis of the impact of genes.
(c) Once logged on using the biometric information contained in the Heal-ID, Individuals
will also be able to interact with their own data. They can run analyses that compare
their own data with findings or treatment options as documented by Researchers and
Scientists.
2. Genome Data Collector: Gene Sequencer.
This is the device that collects the genome, performs the initial sequencing, and either
uploads the data directly into the Healid data stores, or first saves it locally, ready for
upload. The technology used is from our perspective secondary, although it of course
influences data accuracy, speed, and general practical usability. Ideally this device is
handheld to enable genome collectors to go to people and not require people to come to
them. Gene sequencers are developed by third parties, not specifically for use with the
Healid Platform. However, we plan to seek cooperation with producers to optimize the data
upload for our specific purposes, and to help bring costs down.
A person will take genome samples and put them into the gene-sequencing device. These
devices run through a series of manual or automated steps that create as an output a data
file containing a large number of “raw” partial sequences of the genome, in an unordered
state. Such devices can also complete the sequencing effort through calculations that
repeatedly run over the raw data and assemble them in a way that ideally does not enable
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duplicates or errors to exist anymore and so a “finished” sequence can emerged.
As we refine and scale out the execution part of the gene collection process, three different
collection approaches may be helpful:
a. Individual genome collectors may use handheld devices as they visit people,
b. Mobile genome collection stations similar to such used for blood drives may become
practical, or
c. Centralized labs may process large genome volumes that leverage economies of scale.
New processes may totally eliminate manual processes and enable the use of smartphone
extensions to collect data samples and create raw genome sequences. Early prototypes are
already available, but not yet with sufficient accuracy and reliability.
We need to ensure that each gene sample collected is clearly associated with its Heal-ID.
This would arguably be most straightforward if a smartphone-based sequencer app could
be integrated into the Heal-ID App. In principle, we plan to make it happen by adding a
Heal-ID prefix to the data set in which the genome data is stored, in whatever form it may
exist at that point in time.
It may make sense to separate the collection of gene samples and its related raw data from
the creation of finished sequences. This would allow rapid selection of genome data, and
subsequent processing either using Healid Miners or other devices.
3. Analytical Layer.
This is the application that selects the data for analysis and then logically analyzes it, with
the goal of finding correlations, like anomalies, causal relationships, or risk factors, as
triggers between specific genes (or base pairs) and diseases. The analytical layer may partly
be integrated into the Healid Crypto-App or may purely interact with the Healid data via an
application programming interface (API).
The analysis app needs to be able to store findings, in a format that is suitable for further
analysis. One way of achieving that goal may be to put findings in a format similar to a
genome record. The idea behind this is to make it possible to quickly identify findings and
correlations for sections of the genome.
Findings to be stored may be parts of the genome sequence that correlate to specific
diseases or phenotypes. It may even be more basic, on a lower level: findings may simply
identify statistical correlations between partial sequences of base pairs inside or between
genomes. For example, the frequency with which several genetic patterns occur together
may be relevant when analyzing one specific genome, when trying to identify the cause of a
disease, or when trying to improve the accuracy of a treatment – even independent of any
specific metadata criteria.
4. Smart-Logic Crypto-App.
The Crypto-App’s main function is to processes data. It:
• Takes the encrypted Heal-ID and the genome sequence, associates them with each
other, reformats the data, encrypts it, and loads the data set into the distributed
database where it will create an immutable transaction that clearly associates the data
with the Heal-ID.
• Documents, in a verifiable manner, that the data has been “processed” and stored in a
format that is straightforward to be accessed for further analysis.
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Processes metadata and findings that are to be stored on the Healid Platform, and the
creation of an “on-chain” transaction during that action.
• Performs the selection and pulling of data for analytical purposes, and the creation of an
“on-chain” transaction during that action (e.g. through an “API Application”).
• Handles all payment mechanisms during steps leading to transactions.
The app likely needs to be able to translate currencies from and into HealCoin, e.g. when
processing payment for data storage. It also may include a voting interface facilitating our
unique governance approach (see above: DAF). The analytical layer itself could also be
considered part of the Crypto-App, but since analytics may be performed through thirdparty tools it is listed separately.
•

5. On-Chain Transaction Engine.
This is the “on-chain” portion of the solution, storing the immutable record of a transaction
itself. Transactions mainly document the parties involved in a process action, payment
made (or coin created), and what kind of action was performed (e.g. reformatting,
encryption, and storage of a new genome record; pulling of data to be analyzed; update of
metadata information).
6. Distributed Database.
This is the layer that stores four different kinds of data: (1) The Genome Data, (2) Metadata
to help translate genotypes into phenotypes, (3) Reference Data like the reference genomes,
and (4) Analytical Findings and Discoveries. The data is not stored “on-chain” but associated
with the individual person through the Heal-ID. We may use our own data storage
mechanism, in that case probably based on IPFS, but do currently assume that we can also
leverage specialized distributed file storage solutions like Filecoin or Storj, and IPDB or
BigChainDB, i.e. for metadata. The use of existing file storage solutions may require (a) a
separate name space or indicator to enable quick identification of Healid-related data, and
(b) a mechanism to translate currencies (e.g. from HealCoin into Filecoin).
The above-outlined technology stack puts at its core the individual human being, controlling her
data and what happens with it. By loading genetic data into Healid, even when done in anonymous
form, consent is given to Healid users to access the data itself and use it for deep learning analyses.
Consent is not given to link back the data, or findings about the data, to the individual person. This
is mainly to ensure privacy and out of ethical concerns.
Through queries on the Healid App, Individuals can find out about risk factors, findings relevant to
their DNA, and treatments in validated or non-validated form. They pay for that like Researchers,
Scientists, or Doctors pay: with HealCoin. Individuals have received HealCoin through Proof-of-Life
mining, and even a portion of that amount should be enough for an occasional query.
The technology platform does not close the ability to upload additional genome data, whether
human or not, and to perform calculations that do not directly relate to individual human beings.
Examples could be viruses, animals or plant DNA, RNA, etc. Most advantages of distributed data
storage, calculations, and analyses do apply to those in a similar way as to the core Healid use case
of the generic human genome.
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Healid will focus on its core cases, though. The openness for add-on capabilities encourages the
development of business cases surrounding the Healid Platform. Examples are:
• Gene Sequencing of Human DNA (from raw sequence to full sequence)
• Gene Sequencing of RNA, or other genetic material (including non-human)
• Storage of non-genome-related files and data
• and many more, including a variety of services from healthcare related to financial to
technical, and to make the delivery of healthcare more efficient and cheaper.

4.3 The Roadmap: From POC to Full Release
We are building the solution in several steps, improving on it as we go.
(1) Proof of Concept (POC)
The main goal of the Proof of Concept (POC) is to visualize and demonstrate how the major aspects
of the technology platform and process steps interact with each other, even while it simplifies
almost every single one of these steps. As an app only designed to work with new versions of the
iPhone, it is being built on an Ethereum test network, using a simulated HealCoin, and uses a limited
data volume consisting of no more than about 50k of data storage per genome data (virus data and
simulated variations), as well as leverages IPFS and IPDB storage mechanisms.
Key aspects of the basic flow being demonstrated by the POC include:
• Biometric identification resulting in a hash reflecting the Heal-ID,
• Creation of a HealCoin wallet associated with the specific Heal-ID,
• Ability to upload a genome data file into distributed file storage using IPFS, with this data
being associated with a Heal-ID,
• Ability to enter and upload forms containing phenotype data into a distributed IPDB
database, with this data also being associated with a Heal-ID,
• Rewarding the upload process with the issuance of HealCoin into the Wallet of the Heal-ID
owner (the “Proof-of-Life” process), and
• Ability to transfer HealCoin from one wallet to another one.
Other aspects being considered in the POC design are:
• Encryption,
• Access to data for analysis purposes,
• Data processing tasks (= mining), and
• Link to participate in the governance of the Distributed Autonomous Foundation (DAF).
The POC is bringing to the forefront the interoperability of all main parts of the technology, and it
points out challenges and next step development items and priorities.
Below is an early version of screens used by the iPhone-based app.
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Key aspects of the POC functionality may already be included in the DAF Smart Contract (see below:
Governance). Among them are:
• HealCoin Wallet functionality,
• Generic ability to upload genome and phenotype data, and
• Corresponding reward and market mechanisms for mining and access to Healid data.
(2) Prototype
After POC completion targeted mid-November 2017, the scope of a fully functional Prototype can be
defined. The Prototype will address all aspects of specific functionality not completely addressed
during the POC. It will also require a final decision on the Blockchain platform used for the
transaction layer, i.e. whether Ethereum or EOS or IOTA.
With Prototype completion, the Healid App should be fully functional in its ability to securely load
and store genome data on a distributed database. This includes but is not limited to:
• Creation of a functional Heal-ID, even if it is in simplified form using only one or several
identification mechanisms,
• Processing of complete datasets of full-scale human DNA,
• More direct integration into gene sequencing devices, and
• Mining and consensus mechanisms required to function on an Ethereum platform, including
data storage in a real-life distributed fashion.
Prototype completion is targeted for the second quarter 2018.
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(3) Pilot
After successful Prototype completion and validation, collection of real genome data can begin. The
finalized prototype will be placed into a live environment, with real HealCoin, and we will begin to
load genome and phenotype data – along with issuance of HealCoin through the Proof-of-Life
mechanism.
We will limit the initial load to thousands of data sets, with higher volume uptake to follow as fast
as the stability of the technology solution allows.
During the Pilot, we will also refine and finalize the data access and market mechanism so that
researchers, scientists, doctors, and individuals can access and use the large genome data that is
stored.
The Pilot start would ideally coincide with our first large community outreach in Africa, Asia, or
Latin America.
(4) Full Release
Once the Pilot has been successfully completed, and all issues and challenges like bugs or
performance have been addressed, we will start the process of scaling up. The Billion Genome
Project can then commence.
This means an easily accessible, encrypted, distributed, massively-scaled and diverse genome
database of over a billion human genome data, empowering genome research to a previously
unheard-of degree and enabling the healing of people with genetically driven diseases, in a
democratized manner for all people, while leaving them the ownership of their genome data.
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5. Pillar Two: Community

T

he second pillar that Healid and its success is built on, is its community. In the crypto-world,
community is very amorphously defined. Usually it combines the original corporation or
foundation, miners, developers, owners of coins, and also investors or a number of other
stakeholders. There are tens of millions of owners of crypto-currencies in the world, defining the
current outer boundaries of the “crypto-community.”

5.1 The Platform Community

W

e need to engage and connect developers, miners, service providers, thinkers, tinkerers, and
whoever is interested in the Healid solution. This is what open source is about. It’s principles
and channels improve the stability and scalability of our technical infrastructure as well as the
overall quality of our solution.
The ‘Crypto-World’
While there are similarities, Healid differs in important aspects from many other crypto-projects.
We do not want to build our own Blockchain and we do not want to build our own storage and
computation mechanisms but prefer to leverage capabilities of the likes of Ethereum, Truebit, Zero
Cash, EOS, Filecoin, Storj, SIA, in whatever combination it makes sense to achieve our core
objective: process and upload genome data in a distributed fashion and at a large scale, and provide
access to this data for research purposes.
Working with such organizations and communities offers complementary benefits. It improves the
robustness and capabilities of our solution, while the scale of our data and transaction volumes
provides superior use cases for whomever we work with. In other words, by cooperating and
making us succeed they prove the validity of their own Blockchain, algorithm, or file storage model.
Healid can then focus on genome data-aspects, sitting on architecture layers that large
organizations and communities support and optimize. We would be happy if we would not need to
deal with the protocol layer of the technology stack and could leverage, for example, an Ethereumbased transaction layer, optimized by Truebit algorithms, and a Filecoin or SIA-based data storage
mechanism.
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Gene Sequencing Industry Composition
Equally important, and also different from most other projects, we intend to follow the same
approach with gene sequencing devices. This means that we will not try to develop our own
devices, although we would ideally facilitate disruption of this industry also.
One typical result of crypto-technology initiatives is the disruption of an industry through cutting
out of intermediaries, and the introduction of new efficiencies. The same can happen with regards
to gene-sequencing devices and solutions. Particularly the scale of our vision could open the door to
fascinating new business models. And those we can actively engage with, support – and then
leverage.
For example, the medical and genomics community of 2017 continues to be largely focused on
niche markets, expressed in multiple ways. It could be the focusing on individual diseases, small
populations, or short reads of genome data to address specific contexts like natural disasters or the
battling of epidemics.
The arguably most well-known and, by some definitions biggest, actor in numbers is 23andMe. This
company offers services primarily to inform people about their ancestry. Its recent market actions
suggest services extensions into other areas, but even they are still limited in capabilities. Outside
some governmental and academic circles, whole genome sequencing to facilitate basic research on
a massive scale does not (yet) have broad appeal outside for the healthcare industry.
Such niche approaches are mostly due to the history of genomics. Just a few years ago, the millions
of dollars required for gene sequencing was simply too expensive for genuine mass appeal. The
consequences of this are reflected across the industry. Gene sequencing devices are built for
intermediaries, for labs that work using gene sequencing service providers who are then in turn
marketing to the medical community and just recently also to consumers. As they then build
genomic databases those themselves become the drivers of business models built on exclusivity.
We are going a different route, by being genuinely bottom-up. We purely provide the technical
ability to collect and upload data in an anonymous and encrypted fashion, and the economic
mechanism to access and use this data. Not specific business interests, but a distributed
autonomous foundation and individual genome data owners control these capabilities.
Our vision then is to facilitate a diverse community of users who access the data and that benefit
from analyzing it and working with it. Our economic model is designed to internalize the value
these organizations and individuals are creating. It does so by demand for data driving up the value
of the HealCoin, thus benefiting the contributors of genome data and paying for free access of
individuals that are looking for help.
As of 2017, the cost for whole genome sequencing has dropped to levels of US$ 1,000 per instance.
This was achieved through the development and continuous refinements of new methods,
commonly referred to as “next generation sequencing” (NGS). We believe that the cost for whole
genome sequencing will in the very near future fall to below US$ 200.
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The currently dominant genome sequencing method is a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) approach
with high-throughput. Variations of it are used by two leading gene technology companies, Illumina
and Pacific Biosciences. The other dominant method, Nanopore DNA sequencing, is built on 20-year
old concepts. Oxford Nanopore recently achieved major advances with it.
While Illumina is the clear market leader, their equipment is very expensive and they require costly
amounts of reagents per sequencing run. New developments like those from Oxford Nanopore may
upend the industry. High rewards in the form of significant revenues, and oftentimes billion dollar
stock valuations of gene sequencer manufacturers, are driving rapid innovation and and new
technology developments.
We are open to use methods and products from these manufacturers, with our main motivation
being to maximize the acquisition of genome data sets for our Healid platform. To achieve this,
costs and efficiencies play a major role. Again, it may be new business models and our scale that
can drive results. Even today, if one could sidestep intermediaries’ costs and margins, and scale
volume up to tens of millions of genomes, real sequencing costs per instance is probably already
below the oft-cited $1,000 level. Adjusted estimates are a few hundred dollars.
Variations in technologies and new business models will add more process efficienciy. For example,
a direct data link from a handheld “raw data genome collection device” (not necessarily a full
sequencer) to miners who would perform actual sequencing and data processing would
significantly drive down costs.
Beyond potentially simplifying such devices, it could eliminate the need for intermediaries. Let us
imagine and bring to be a precision healthcare reality unencumbered by major capital
expenditures, without need to ship samples, or even reagents (e.g. the nanopore-based methods),
no need to centrally market, collect, process and store data, and without a dominating profit motive
in each process step.
Gene sequencing devices will evolve more like consumer devices enhanced by the full power of
distributed computing and data storage. This is a world that we could feel comfortable in – it aligns
very well with the Healid vision where every member of society is a beneficiary.
In the meantime, we have no issue working with any other solution provider or intermediary, as
long as they help us and are aligned with our bottom-up and open-source philosophy. Even more
so, as a genuine bottom-up initiative, we will not prescribe as to what exact device or process one
uses to upload their data. What we can do is influence such decisions, and request to add markers
measuring the quality of data, and indicating the devices, context, personnel, or processes used.
Big data analyses, artificial intelligence agents, and statistics then need to be engaged to help us
tackle issues and clean up data as much as possible.
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5.2 Outreach Without Borders: Genuine Inclusiveness, Diversity, and Scale

I

T is of highest priority to actively engage our two main user groups: (1) Those individuals
supplying their genome and phenotype data, and (2) Those organizations or individuals
accessing this data to pursue scientific, medical and entrepreneurial endeavors. For Healid, and due
to our product, both cohorts need to overlap.
Genome Contributors and Data Owners – Humanity
By definition, our project requires the participation of as many people as possible, in the fullest
diversity that humanity has to offer, to contribute their genome data. To prove that we are ready
and prepared for the whole world, our efforts must extend beyond the “echo chambers” that stretch
from London and Berlin to Singapore, Hong Kong and Tokyo, and go straight on to San Francisco,
Boston and New York. Our broad-based multi-continent approach will do so from the get-go.
Our Healid approach contradicts the general observed pattern in the crypto-world. Most such
companies, and even individuals, interact and conduct business within their narrow circles of
techno-enthusiasts predominantly in the Northern and Western World. Despite proclamations of
reaching out to the “unbanked billions,” talk about distributed and decentralized solutions, and
points about the revolutionary potential for new levels of inclusivity, the reality is not quite so. As of
2017, at best there are tens of millions of people actively involved with the crypto-world.
Judging we are not. We see opportunity. The crypto communities do genuinely seem to want
diversity and inclusivity, and we may as well show the way. From the beginning the Healid project
will reach out to its real target group: ALL of humanity. We are confident that we will get plenty of
“in principle” support, and lots of tangible support also, from individuals and organizations actively
involved with crypto-technologies, currencies, and applications.
The more people participate in contributing their genome, as opposed to just buying our token, the
higher the value of our overall solution will climb. This scaling out that leads to a tipping point, after
which participation in Healid becomes much more than simply another biotechnological niche
project with some speculative venture. It drives instant value creation – with Healid thus becoming
self-perpetuating.
The main means through which we intend to quickly obtain critical mass are the initiating of a
series of inclusive events in Africa, Asia, and Latin America (“InclusiCon”), and the establishing of a
global “Ambassador” and “Champion” program.
The Ambassador and Champion Program
A critical step for building a global Healid community and creating network effects is to generate
awareness of purpose, vision, and to promote ones activities – but such promotion is not enough.
We also need to dive deeper and actively engage and listen to people from diverse backgrounds,
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cultures, and societies. They have the specific understanding, knowledge, and experience in their
communities. In line with our bottom-up approach we need to have such localized, active
participation and in-the-community representation. This is the core of our Healid Ambassador and
Champion program: Creating network effects by reaching out to enthusiastic local and regional
advocates and supporters that actively and personally engage ever more people in ever more
places.
Ambassadors are individuals committed to understand all core aspects of our project, and are able
and willing to promote it in their local community. They actively communicate with DAF members
to stay up to date with developments. Since they ideally also are voting members of the DAF,
Ambassadors even actively contribute to strategic decision-making of the Healid project.
All this makes them excellent default contacts for local media, and for any local activities. We target
the signing up of about 100 formal ambassadors spread around the globe, with voting memberships
in the DAF, receiving HealCoin as rewards for their contributions.
Champions are individuals that in some form proved they have actively engaged with us, e.g. by
participating in events and forums, and that have shown willingness to continue to contribute to
and promote our cause. They may not be as completely informed about all aspects of the project as
Ambassadors, nor do they need to be. But it will be the enthusiasm with which they are advocates
in their social circles at work or in their personal lives that will drive our ultimate success.
We would also like to award them with (smaller) amounts of HealCoin, on a sliding scale that
rewards early Champions disproportionally. Our drive will be to quickly reach milestones of 1000,
10,000, 100,000, and eventually 1 million Champions.
Ambassadors and Champions will be the people we will heavily rely on during “genome drives” to
collect genome data. There are several reinforcing factors here, adding credibility to these efforts.
By the above definition, Ambassadors will be well informed, capable, and actively involved in our
global initiatives, and Champions will already have proven their interest through participation in
Healid events, and staying in touch.
Arguably even more important, since all Ambassadors and Champions are to be Heal-ID owners,
they will already have contributed their genome to the Healid platform. This alone is going to be a
serious step for building our global network and a diverse database.
InclusiCon 2018 Global Community Outreach
As part of our commitment to being genuinely inclusive and diverse, Healid key team members are
planning to lead a global crypto-community outreach effort, called InclusiCon 2018. The basic
approach of this event series is to promote and facilitate the active engagement of the cryptocommunity with a much more diverse group of people.
We plan to go to world regions where billions are living that could greatly benefit from the use of
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decentralized and distributed technologies, but that usually are neglected by technology leaders.
For us, as with other crypto-initiatives like “banking the unbanked,” “low-cost money transfers,“ or
“zero infrastructure low-cost data storage,” all societies in Asia, Africa, and Latin America absolutely
need to be part of the bigger picture.
Our tentative plan is for Healid core team members to facilitate and support events in underrepresented parts of Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
The Medical Community
The active users of genome and phenotype data will mainly be scientists and researchers in the
medical world and biotechnology industry:
• Bioinformatics experts analyze data sets to find patterns, correlations, and causations.
• Scientists conduct clinical studies and research to develop treatment options.
• Doctors and clinics actively treat genetic disorders and diseases.
Many of these users are organized in for-profit and non-profit organizations. They could be
traditional or new pharmaceutical businesses, academic institutions, labs, hospitals, governmental
and international institutions, or service and solution providers of various kinds. They may even be
individuals, whether doctors, formally medically-trained, or just generally educated interested
citizens.
This is where the demand for Healid’s data is, and these are the people who are able to consume
and leverage this data and convert insights into tangible value in the form of treatments and cures.
For us it does not matter whether this value is motivated by profit or purely altruistic reasons, or a
combination of both. Important is simply that data is transformed to clinical value. We trust the
self-organizing powers of our complex societies to figure out the best ways of delivering such
clinical solutions to people.
We will reach out to these people and organizations, referred here generally as the “Medical
Community.” As a bottom-up organization our main contribution will be to network and provide
communication channels, and the facilitation of debate. We will also reach out to actively engage
and encourage many from the medical field to become members of the Healid community and even
the DAF.
Our outreach through Social Media and email updates will support the collection of input and
guidance from those actively involved in the Medical Community. Ideally this would also involve the
development of Champions and Ambassadors for our project, on a global basis, bringing people
together to brainstorm how to best generate value for humanity by leveraging the world’s largest
open source genomic database.
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5.3 The Healid Core Team

T

he “Core Team” of Healid consists of all people that actively participate in the design and
implementation of the Healid Platform, through the Pilot phase. The Healid Team will stay
involved in the Pilot and thereafter in specific roles as part of the Rollout (e.g. the “Billion Genome
Project”) and integrated into the overall framework of a much-enlarged Distributed Autonomous
Foundation (DAF).
Core Team Members are Founders, Advisors, Management and the Development Team, as well as
the early-stage Collectors, Miners, and Ambassadors. All these will receive some kind of special
rewards in the form of HealCoin.
Founders
Fiona Kastel and Bert Kastel founded Healid as an open project and bottom-up initiative. Fiona is a
student at the University of Utah, with a focus on quantitative business economics and cognitive
science. Bert is a technology entrepreneur with experience in information technology and complex
project management. He is currently heading the project, developing the initial design, and funding
the initial coding, administrative, and promotional efforts.
Management Team & Advisors
As an organically growing and distributed organization, the Healid project does not have a
hierarchical structure. In that way, it resembles much more the Bitcoin project than a traditional
business, or even a traditional foundation.
Initially the founders drive much of development of the initial concept, and the initial POC and
Smart Contract up to the establishment of the DAF and the issuance of the HealCoin Genesis Block.
They are assisted by a small number of key advisors and other contributors. While this does not
automatically change after the DAF is established, the Smart Contract will formalize governance.
A group of mostly senior-level advisors has guided many of the initial steps of Healid’s creation.
These are individuals with proven business, technical, or medical expertise and experience, of
course including software development. Healid’s goal is to continue bringing together experts in
various technology areas, medicine, and business, and volunteers that subscribe to the mission and
see through its implementation. As a global initiative, we aim at representation and input from all
continents and a variety of cultures and countries. Different knowledge, experiences and
perspectives will help us to consider unique situations and requirements.
While all participants believe in Healid’s potential and vision as their main motivator, the initial
advisory team is also to be awarded HealCoin from the Genesis Block, either through the Founders
or the DAF. This HealCoin ownership provides then an additional motivation for staying actively
involved and contributing, at least through the Pilot and ideally far beyond it.
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6. Pillar Three: Governance – The DAF
6.1 The Distributed Autonomous Foundation (DAF)

H

ealid’s mission of creating a distributed database of humanity’s genome to battle all genetic
diseases can only be fully reached with the help of a broad community of people. We believe in
a bottom-up and distributed process that is largely self-organizing. We also believe that as a global
‘construct’ we need to be able to provide clear and transparent governance.
Such governance needs to facilitate and enable decision-making in key aspects for a complex
community. It needs to enable broad representation of interests across the community, provide
consistency in direction, and should be consensus based without leading to persistent stalemates.
Additionally, and reflecting the genuine global and universal nature of the project, it needs to limit
outside influence and code logic should not be subjected to any specific jurisdiction.
We propose to establish a Distributed Autonomous Foundation (DAF) as a system of formal
governance for Healid and HealCoin activities. The principles based on which this DAF is governed
should be valid from the moment of HealCoin issuance in form of a Genesis Block. The DAF rules
will be encoded in a smart contract and therefore autonomously and automatically enforced. Like
with the Healid platform itself, the mechanism for aligning interests and making decisions is in our
case based on HealCoin ownership.
It is invariable that during the course of the Healid project a number of decisions will need to be
made, for the project or for the Foundation. Those range from management, financial, and funding
matters to code changes that facilitate added or modified functionality, bug fixes, performance
improvements, or price-setting for storing, processing, and accessing Healid data. The DAF will
ensure maximum transparency and clarity for all stakeholders when such decisions are made.

6.2 The DAF Smart Contract

A

ll holders of HealCoin can participate in governing the DAF, either directly by becoming a
Member with voting rights, or indirectly by temporarily assigning HealCoin to a Member that
represents their position in a matter of high relevance to them. A Member is a smart contract entity
with a voting number of committed HealCoin. It can be directly established through pledging of a
voting number of HealCoin, or by sponsoring of another’s Member Application through the pledging
of HealCoin, and subsequent co-sponsoring of additional pledges by the same or other HealCoin
owners until the membership threshold has been reached.
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The DAF consists of Members, all of which participate in its governance. Members pledge a Voting
Number of HealCoin (e.g. 50,000), which are effectively withheld from open trading by their
owners. These HealCoin must be vested and cannot be otherwise committed or pledged. Each
Voting Number counts as one vote. A majority of 80% is required for most decisions, with some
requiring higher and some requiring lower thresholds.
Entities called “Panels” or “Distributed Autonomous Panels” (DAP) may be established to delegate
authority for day-to-day operational matters, like Management, Technical, Community, and Medical,
or General Advisory (this is where the role of Advisors can become formalized).
Decision proposals need to be sponsored by at least one Member. They will then be put on a
Proposal List with status “Initiated” for a certain period of time (e.g. 3 months). Should during that
time a proposal exceed a DAF threshold support of 25%, or of the majority of a DAP, and is not
rejected by at least 20% of the members, its status will be changed to “Decision Pending,” and it
remains active for another 3 months. Should it during this next time period exceed threshold
support of 50%, and is not rejected by at least 20% of the members, its status will be changed to
“Final Decision Pending,” and it remains active for another 3 months. By the end of this final period,
a proposal having 80% or greater support will be deemed “Approved.” If support for the proposal
falls short of 80%, it is considered to have “failed” and can no longer be voted on.
We envision the DAF to make three kinds of decisions: Technical, Funding, and Business.
•

•

•

Technical decisions typically involve code changes to the Smart Contract itself. They range
from bug fixes, through performance, privacy, or efficiency improvements, to major changes
to the functioning of the economic or governance model. An example of the first one would
be a defensive move against a Sybil attack, for the second one an improved consensus
algorithm, and for the third one the pricing mechanism or a change in the threshold for
change approvals.
Funding decisions are such that involve donations or the sale of HealCoin owned by the
DAF. Examples are donations to foundations or businesses for public coin offerings, coin
sales on an existing marketplace, or for specific services the acceptance of fiat money or
other crypto-currency, or services, products or assets in kind, in exchange for HealCoin.
Business decisions cover operational matters, like the authority to spend money, or the
support of specific activities, but also votes that establish an official position of the DAF on
matters affecting the whole Healid community. While the latter may not be binding in a legal
sense, it would give a strong indication internally and to the outside world on where the
community stands in important matters.

We plan to iron out details of the DAF Smart Contract over the course of the next few months,
before end of 2017. This will coincide with the issuance of the Genesis Block of HealCoin, and
precede the acceptance of outside investment into the venture. It will then give us time to validate
the proper workings of the DAF, with membership representation essentially being limited to the
Core Team. Proving the open governance mechanism of the DAF this way should greatly increase
our future appeal to outside investment, and inject trust for the active participation of future
stakeholders.
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7. Execution & Funding
7.1 The Execution Plan

I

it makes sense to first demonstrate to the outside world what is possible and how it is going to be
achieved and governed – and then ask for their participation. The Healid Core Team therefore
made a strategic decision to focus on building the core of the Solution, Community, and Governance,
and only then deal with funding via already existing HealCoin. Our targeted key milestones are:
•

•

•

Preparation
o Proof of Concept (POC), November 2017.
Completion of a POC to be able to visualize and demonstrate most portions of the
infrastructure, including identification using a Heal-ID, a wallet with HealCoin,
transactions on the Ethereum platform, the uploading of genome data into an IPFS
file system, and the uploading of phenotype data into an IPDB database.
o DAF Smart Contract with Coin Issue, December 2017:
Establishment of the Smart Contract, covering the DAF governance model, HealCoin
issue and related generation of the Genesis Block, and generic outline of key
platform components (e.g. Wallet, Mining).
Pilot
o Prototype, March 2018.
Creation of a fully functional Prototype on a live platform, with real DNA uploaded,
Proof-of-Life (PoL) mining in place, and at least a generic biometric Heal-ID
functional, ready for use for outreach conferences in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
o Pilot Application, Third Quarter 2018.
Completion of a Pilot that includes 1000+ genomes uploaded, with the majority
originating in non-Western countries, and Healid Community representation in at
least 50 countries.
The “Billion Genome Project”
o Step 1, 2019.
Upload of 1 Million Genomes, with a wide distribution among all continents.
o Step 2, 2020.
Upload of 100 Million Genomes, with a wide distribution among all continents.
o Step 3, 2021.
Upload of 1 Billion Genomes, with a wide distribution among all continents.
Note: All dates are estimates only.

7.2 Funding

W

Ith the initial focus of the Healid endeavor not being a pre-ICO or ICO, an obvious question is
where the funding for the project will come from. In short, much of it is to be bottom-up
funded in a distributed way not dissimilar to Bitcoin, through individual contributions or informally
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organized efforts. Only the DAF itself provides some generic, and mostly indirect, coordination and
structure, largely focused on technical aspects.
Larger contributions could be made in a decentralized manner, whether through no-stringsattached donations, or via activities of organizations or individuals that see a net benefit by
contributing resources or money. Some of the latter may also be provided by organizations initially
funded through donations of HealCoin from the Genesis Block. They would raise their fiat cash
requirements by selling these HealCoin. In that instance, we would actually turn the typical funding
process somewhat on its head:
Instead of raising money outside the community to fund the issue of a coin, we are issuing
the coin first and use it to fund out-of-pocket community efforts dealing with the outside.
With Bitcoin, one or several volunteers built the initial outline of a solution that was then further
refined and enhanced through subsequent efforts by many participants contributing to an open
source project. Monetary compensation, if any, was provided through participation in early-stage
mining efforts, donations, and in general through the appreciating value of the Bitcoin crypto-token.
A similar logic makes sense for many in the Healid Community, particularly the Core Team,
Ambassadors, Champions, and Miners that have much to gain, monetarily and otherwise.
In general, we do not intend to provide a one-set-fits-all and centralized approach to achieve our
overarching goal. While code changes need to go through the DAF approval processes, and while
the DAF can in general provide guidance, triggers, and thought-leadership, most of our activities
have to grow organically. We cannot reasonably expect to centrally determine the actions of a
billion people. We therefore provide expertise and motivational underpinnings for a decentralized
and distributed community effort, aided by targeted funding to encourage or complete specific
efforts, while in general trusting that the power of the vision is best served if approached in
distributed fashion also.
The Founders have and will continue to fund most of Healid’s early-stage development efforts,
aided by contributions from volunteers. Many if not most of the initial community building
activities can also be self-funded. For example, our initial outreach is planned to take the form of
events organized in Africa, Southeast Asia, and Latin America. These are designed as sponsored
conferences facilitating presentations and an exchange of ideas in a way that benefits sponsors.
Once the DAF is established and the tokens are issued, contributions can also be rewarded with
HealCoin. Arguably, most early supporters are subscribing to the vision of what we are trying to
accomplish, and are willing to give at least some of their minds, hearts, time, and expertise – and
genome samples. This is what makes them “supporters” in the first place, and as they do so they
contribute to building the solution, the platform, and the “database.”
We plan to reward such early supporters with HealCoin, on a sliding scale. The earlier, the more
substantial, and the longer lasting one’s contribution, the more they get.
Rewarding contributions with HealCoin can go a long way, but there are obvious limitations, mainly
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where out-of-pocket expenses are incurred, and where time commitments get so substantial that
they conflict with people’s abilities to earn a livelihood. Most substantial, though, is the cost of
collecting and sequencing genome data. Fact is, that at some point there will be the need for
additional funding. Some of that can be coming from the DAF.
After its creation, the DAF will own somewhere in the dimension of 100 million HealCoin. A big
portion of these, if not most of them, will end up being given to, or sold to, individuals and
organizations that can make valuable contributions to our cause in the form of Money, Resources,
Expertise, or Management
We envision the establishment of one or several legal entities to facilitate the above. However, like
with other aspects of Healid, the pursuit of our vision will and cannot depend on the DAF alone.
Neither are we limited to one single foundation or company, or to one specific business model.
Example 1:
The DAF may donate 10 million HealCoin to a legal foundation to fund the promotion of Healid and
the collection and uploading of genome samples. These activities may be funded by selling batches
of 100,000 HealCoin for $50,000 each, resulting in funding of up to $5 million. Each purchaser of
100,000 HealCoin can now get up to two membership votes on the DAF.
Example 2:
The DAF may also donate 10 million HealCoin to a joint venture of key stakeholders, to fund
development efforts for a more scalable and lower-priced gene collection and sequencing business
model. These HealCoin could be sold to the public, directly or via a market place, raising millions of
Dollars. Since the acquirers of these HealCoins will end up owning smaller stakes, they will not
become members of the DAF.

The common characteristics of these entities are that they spread ownership of HealCoin and in
many cases also broaden the membership in the DAF. In principle, the more and the more diverse
stakeholders are represented, the better for Healid. A somewhat unique point about the above
examples is that the entities then selling HealCoin, once they actually are selling them, would have
no control or even direct influence over the platform or the coin itself. That looks like a trade, asset
sale, or donation, but not like a direct investment in an enterprise.
For some of our activities we may also ask partner institutions to help. Nonprofit organizations like
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation are well funded, often operate in the healthcare space, and
have an established global reach. Cooperation with them, or direct contributions from them can
help in our outreach. They can open doors, or even directly fund the collection of genomes in many
areas and societies that we otherwise may find difficult to reach. During this process they may also
help, through funding or logistics, with the organizing of events.
In general, we also see funding as a distributed and bottom-up effort. With the governance model of
the DAF in place, HealCoin being issued, basic components of the Healid platform already
developed, and a community outreach program in place, the DAF will be flexible to support funding
efforts in a variety of ways through the donation of HealCoin, as it sees fit.
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8. Coin Issue & Distribution
8.1 Overview

F

or several months we observed and analyzed the continuing debates about the substance and
role of Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs), whether tokens are securities or not, and what the best
strategy is to avoid scrutiny and challenges from government authorities. These questions are
difficult to answer, particularly in the rapidly changing technological environment that the
regulatory authorities are scramblling to catch up or stay pace with.
We concluded that proceeding along a more typical ICO-route, for practical purposes, and whether
we agree or not, we would need to assume that:
• The HealCoin is a utility coin, since it is an integral and necessary part for the functioning
and use of the Healid platform.
• The HealCoin is a commodity, since “everything is a commodity” as several lawyers stated at
several presentations about this topic.
• The HealCoin plays at a minimum in some instances the role of a security, since likely some
people may at least in part have speculative and profit reasons when giving money in
exchange for HealCoin to a centralized entity with control over it and the Healid platform.
Based on this, although not solely because of it, we decided an immediate focus on an ICO is not in
the interest of the endeavor or of any stakeholder, whatever their personal reason is to get involved
in our Community. Rather, our immediate priority is to implement a Smart Contract consisting of
software code that:
• Issues HealCoin,
• Establishes a decentralized and transparent governance structure, and
• Contains an outline of the core functionality of the platform.
We will then not need a SAFT (Simple Agreement for Future Token), because our tokens will
already exist before they get traded, and are therefore not “future.” We also can immediately start
further spreading ownership of HealCoin, either by giving it away, granting it to people, or
awarding it to people when they make contributions to the Healid community. Healid’s Smart
Contract code, that is publicly accessible, will define the rules according to which the Healid
platform operates and is governed.
Like with Bitcoin, the coin (code) and the Community come first, and the money will follow later.
In investment terminology, that approach provides the most open and transparent offering
memorandum possible. It will be difficult for anybody to argue Healid’s failure to provide full
disclosure – when 100% of the software code and decision-making mechanism are public
knowledge as a matter of principle and practice.
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8.2 Coin Issue

T

he absolute numbers and methods of mining HealCoin are chosen to bring enough HealCoin
into active circulation so that a real market is established which enables the internalization of
value generated out of the use of genome data accessible via the Healid platform. In this context the
Genesis Block plays a key role since its coins can be used by the Core Team, and later the DAF, to
introduce liquidity into the market if needed, particularly during its formation.
Coins will be issued in two blocks:
1. Small Genesis Block.
A first, smaller and fixed, batch of HealCoin will be created as a “Genesis Block” to
incentivize the early stage technology developments of the Healid Project. While initially
almost all HealCoin in circulation will come from this Genesis block in one way or the other,
its absolute size is designed to eventually be less than 2% of the overall Coins issued. The
likely number of coins will be 250 million.
2. Mining Block.
A much larger number of HealCoin will be created continuously in the course of regular use
of the Healid platform, through activities that in Blockchain tradition have been called
“mining.” The total number of HealCoin issued through mining is targeted to be in the
billions. A likely dimension is about two HealCoin for each human, to compensate Heal-ID
owners for Genome and Metadata, and also Miners and Collectors assisting with genome
collection.
Subsequent activities supporting the Healid platform will not lead to the creation of new coins.
In light of us focusing first on establishing the governance principles and issuing the HealCoin
instead of funding (e.g. an ICO), there is a special need to not just reward the Founders and the Core
Team, but also to enable the Founders, or even the whole Core Team, to flexibly leverage HealCoin
as a currency rewarding supportive activities. This will be reflected in the DAF Smart Contract and
in the distribution of HealCoin.

8.3 The Genesis Block

A

Genesis Block of 250 million HealCoin will be created. Of these, less than 100 million HealCoin
are earmarked for ownership of and distribution to Core Team members, consisting of
Founders, Advisors, and Key Employees. On the other hand, about 100 million HealCoin remain in
DAF control, available to be widely distributed or to be donated or sold during fundraising
exercises. The more people participate, the smaller the relative share of the initial team becomes.
Once 2 billion people are signed up at a presumed issuance of up to two HealCoin per person, the
total share of the initial team will have fallen to about or even below 5%. Eventually and once most
humans are signed up, it will fall below 1% - which is significantly more limited and equitable than
Bitcoin, for example.
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The ownership in numbers and shares of HealCoin will roughly be along the following lines:

Figure 11. HealCoin Ownership and Shares - Projection

The above distribution of HealCoin reflects a basic plan and rough long-term target. It was derived
by attributing a roughly equal share to those five different groups of the community that arguably
are most critical to the overall success of the project: Founders, Advisors, Ambassadors, Champions,
and Key Employees (or Contractors).
Details will be finalized in the DAF Smart Contract, as will be the conditions based on which the
coins will be awarded. Specifics may be different, e.g. if not all Key Employee coins would be
needed, or there would be more Ambassadors than planned.
The goal of equitability will then be more fully reached by generating HealCoin for every participant
via the Proof-of-Life mechanism. Core Team Members and the early-stage Community are
incentivized to stay the course until critical mass has been reached, but their overall ownership will
be just a fraction of a percent if we reach our full goal.
We plan to introduce ownership and vesting rules for everybody, primarily the Founders. The
distribution for Advisors and all Community members are to be granted based on a sliding scale,
reflecting contributions and time commitments over the course of about 3 to 4 years.
The mining of HealCoin using the Proof-of-Life mechanism will be a continuous process. As with the
Genesis Block, there are likely to be vesting schedules. This smoothes out a potential massive
increase in circulation during the ramp-up process. It also enables part of the HealCoin to be used
for purposes like the initial storage, and the finding out about research results and risk factors.
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Addendum
Risks and Opportunities

T

he opportunities of the Healid vision should be obvious: the eradication of genetically
influenced diseases. This is why we take on this project: To save the lives of innocent children
born with horrible diseases, and to improve the living conditions of every human.
Success is of course not guaranteed. Some of the risks associated with the Healid Project are:
• In the long term our success would mean the upheaval of the complete healthcare
landscape. Such a disruption is likely to encounter resistance from established interests.
Many of those may understand that crypto-technologies are likely to transform the future,
but may try to play a disproportionate role by pushing more centralized solutions.
• Crypto-transaction volumes may not be scalable enough.
• Biometric security may have flaws.
• We may get hacked after all, which would provide access to (anonymized) data.
• Sybil attacks and impersonations of Heal-ID owners may succeed, creating fake IDs or
accessing an individual’s data.
• Effective and scalable distributed file management solutions may take longer to be
developed than anticipated.
• The cost of gene sequencing may not fall fast enough, and our customer acquisition cost
may stay too high – meaning that we could run out of money.
• Other solutions may have more political clout and money and may succeed with selling a
“good enough” solution instead of the best.
• Legal challenges and regulations may keep us out of certain jurisdictions.
• There may be a backlash, in various societies and cultures, or overall, against our approach.
This could be based on opposition to genomics, gene editing, or concerns about data
security and the misuse of research results.
• Privacy concerns, even if unjustified, may scare off too many people.
• Some of the technological solution components have not been sufficiently proven yet.
• The economic model may not work as intended.

Competitive Landscape

W

e consider competitors to be those that have the goal, motivation, plan, means, and strategy
trying to achieve what we do. Nobody is as ambitious and aligned with emerging and
converging technology trends as we are. Still, competitors exist on all levels, although nobody has
an equivalent concept and solution approach. Examples are:
• Seven Seas, as a cloud-based, centralized solution run by a company, offering hosted storage
on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform plus AI analysis tools for genome research.
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Several small initiatives started to offer their own Blockchain solution for genomic data
storage. They have a limited business model and have technical limitations (i.e. their own
Blockchain, no biometric ID, closed model and closed business approach).
Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk, and other entrepreneurs and businesses with deep pockets, good
marketing and proven technology capabilities in some of the areas we are touching on – and
that we may be affect through a decentralized approach. They do not have as scalable a
vision as we do and do not have a complete understanding or appreciation of all required
components. To our knowledge none of them is currently actively pursuing a universal
genome database for all of humanity, and none is working bottom-up.
Several foundations like the ChanZuckerberg Foundation pursue solutions that focus on
aspects of genetics and genomics. They seem to be more complementary than competitive.
A “million genome project” started in the UK. This is regionally limited and a centralized
approach. It is just one of a number of similar initiatives, with others existing in China and
the U.S., for example.
23andMe has been popularizing a limited gene sequencing approach, focusing on
determining people’s ancestry. They recently won a lawsuit allowing them to use their
customer’s data to inform them about health risks. Obviously, they follow a centralized and
corporate approach.

The healthcare market is very volatile right now. VCs are investing heavily. Blockchain is seen as a
way to solve the “health data consolidation” issue. Most solutions focus on traditional healthcare
data and documentation since it is the lowest hanging fruit.
Genomics seems esoteric and investors seem to be trying to make sense of the impact of
CRISPR/Cas9. E.g., businesses promising a genome-based solution to individual diseases get
significant investments and high valuations. The platforms enabling such breakthroughs do not yet
get the same attention.

List of Questions Still to be Answered

A

large number of detailed technical and logical questions will need to be answered during the
prototype, pilot, and execution of the project. Examples for some of the more basic ones are:

1. How can we ensure that studies conducted using Healid data can be replicated?
2. What will the exact price mechanism be for accessing data?
3. Can we integrate the leveraging of computing capabilities for gene sequencing, so that we can
focus on keeping the raw data in our environment?
4. How to deal with death of a person?
5. How to deal with disfigurement of a person?
6. How to deal with questions about the correctness of the biometric hash?
7. How to deal with fake data collection, e.g. incorrect metadata, fake biometric IDs, Sybil attacks?
8. How to deal with the reproducibility of scientific studies without limiting advances of research?
9. How to ensure full reproducibility of the biometric hashes that make up the Heal-ID? What
fallback and data recovery options could be used?
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